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More information you really need
to know about Kathleen Merrigan.


Merrigan wants a set aside program that would require the government to buy organic foods.
“The government is a very big business for the food sector. Food purchased for the military, the
National School Lunch Program, the USDA cafeteria, elderly feeding programs, etc., could be
organic as a matter of government policy. We already have built-in preferences or set-asides
for small and minority-owned businesses. Why not do the same for organic?”



Merrigan supports the government provision of organic crop insurance. “USDA has begun
looking at this [organic crop insurance], but organic farmers need it now. . . . Organic crop
premiums must be accounted for in insurance programmes, as well as crop loss from genetic
drift (GMO contamination).” In 2006, “Merrigan said government could also better address
problems when they occur. Government could compensate farmers, change liability laws,
develop applicable crop insurance programs, develop a trust fund, and implement penalties
(e.g., fines or probationary periods) for people who cause peaceful coexistence problems.”



Merrigan admits that the use of manure in organic farming is troublesome. “Critics of organic
agriculture cite the use of manure in organic systems as troublesome, which is true. . . . We
have not answered the scientific questions surrounding the safe use of manure.”



Merrigan dislikes the fact that the customer is always right.
The Center for Science in the Public Interest and Public Voice
are two prominent consumer groups who helped get the
[organic] legislation passed. The tens of thousands of letters
denouncing USDA’s first proposed rule were mostly from
consumers. They are the power behind organic farmers.
That’s the good news. The bad news is that customer is
“always right”. The outright ban on GMOs may have some
negative implications for organic farmers and handlers, limiting
their access to some critical materials such as animal vaccines.



Merrigan drafted the legislation which created the National Organic Standards Board, which
includes representatives of environmental and public advocacy groups and gives them
immense power. “The Center for Science in the Public Interest and Public voice are two
prominent consumer groups who helped get the legislation passed. . . . The very voting
structure of the NOSB gives environmental and consumer groups a veto-life power over the
organic industry.”



Merrigan wants organic regulations to be broad—empowering bureaucrats. “Too many
so-called organic standards are in fact statements of principles, rather than measurable,
enforceable practices. This is not the case with the NOP [National Organics Program]. In fact,
the opposite is most likely true in that there is too much detail. . . . I have always envisioned an
important role for certifying agents in developing farms and handling plans with their clients.” Of
course, this flexibility that she suggests also swings the door wide open to corruption.



Merrigan wants the government to get involved in making sure that organic companies get
access to shelf space. “If the government sees value in organic goods, perhaps it could develop
an assistance programme to help organic companies defray slotting fee costs when they first
begin. Maybe USDA could, in exchange for various USDA services, require a certain
percentage of supermarket shelves be provided for
new goods. Perhaps antitrust authorities could be NomineeAlert
exploited to find ways for the government to
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